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VirtualPBX Vs Vonage

Vonage FeaturesThere are over 40 features supported by Vonage that focus on the needs of the small to medium-sized business.. The reduced costs on both sides arise from the two parties sharing costs and resources in
a multi-tenant model with other customers.. So, which is the better of the two?How the Two Services CompareVonage stands out by taking the step to venture into new grounds in the form of IP PBX market from a
successful international and residential calling service.. Vonage's PBX seeks to offer their customers a virtual cloud-based PBX having at least 40 built-in features that offer all the functions of a professional PBX..
VirtualPBX were, on the other hand, the pioneers in providing the hosted IP PBX services starting back in the late 90s.. Click here to visit VirtualPBX com and use promo code "switch10" for 10% off during signup
and weekly deals on phones.. However, they have managed to hold their own and remain competitive in the small to medium-sized business market.. Their success in the new grounds can be owed to their vast
experience in the market and have an established international VoIP service network offering some of the most affordable long-distance call rates.. They have been able to succeed by taking advantage of their
international VoIP network coverage as well as their vast experience.

For this reason, VirtualPBX was able to provide the roadmap to how the delivery of the hosted IP PBX service to small to medium-sized businesses was to be done.. VirtualPBX was able to eliminate many of these
operational costs by offering a hosted Internet service long before the concept of cloud computing came into existence; consequently, it made IP PBX an affordable telephone solution.. The move to provide the more
complex SMBs with IP PBX services was a logical development although the markets are different.. They were able to achieve this by taking advantage of the growing use of the Internet as well as the emerging
technology.. Read Vonage ReviewsNevertheless, Vonage is adding onto a solid foundation based on their instituted international and residential VoIP network.. The cloud-based (hosted) IP PBX market has become
very competitive as new entrants get into the business and take up a significant portion of the market share.. With their vast experience in offering residential VoIP services, Vonage has also scaled up to take on the
small to medium-sized business market.. VirtualPBX have not made efforts to scale up their services to cater for larger enterprises.. It has gone further by taking up the small to medium-sized business (SMB) market
with its special Vonage Business Service package targeting the SMBs.. Therefore, it is important to consider just how much Vonage has evolved regarding its technology.

fromhttp://www voip-info org/wiki/view/VirtualPBX+vs+Vonage. VirtualPBX were able to offer IP PBX services that would have otherwise been unaffordable for small to medium-sized business because of the ability
to host IP PBX service over the Internet.. A full PBX system is usually beyond the means of most small to medium-sized businesses.. Vonage TechnologyVonage has taken an IP PBX model similar to that of
VirtualPBX such that they host a cloud-based IP PBX that is accessible to its customers through the standard broadband Internet connection.. They were largely successful in doing this VirtualPBX based their initial
business model on offering the features and functions of a full PBX system.. The decision to venture into the highly competitive SMB space came with the necessity to shift their business focus, particularly when
moving from VoIP service to IP PBX.. Nevertheless, the features and functionality needed by residential customers are different from those needed by small to medium-sized businesses.. At that time, it was quite
expensive for any company to own a PBX There were also additional operational and maintenance costs, which were prohibitive to the small to medium-sized businesses.

Vonage and VirtualPBX are among the first VoIP service providers having started out in the business in 1999.. However, they still maintain their focus on the SMB and residential markets By maintaining this focus,
they set themselves up as direct competitors to VirtualPBX.. Vonage has established itself as a household name in the residential market due to its affordable international call rates.
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